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Student Feedback Survey Summary Report, Academic Term 2158 (FA15)

Instructor: Morris, Timothy
Course: ENGL-2384-003-STRUCTURE MODERN ENGLISH
Course ID: 2158-85830

Number of students enrolled: 19
Number of surveys submitted: 15
Response rate: 78.9%
(cf. university-wide mean response rates: Fall 2015 = 54%; Spring 2015 = 52%)

=======================================================================================

REPORT LAYOUT AND CONTENTREPORT LAYOUT AND CONTENTREPORT LAYOUT AND CONTENTREPORT LAYOUT AND CONTENT

This report contains four sections:

Overall Indicator:Overall Indicator:Overall Indicator:Overall Indicator: An instructor index (a weighted average of the survey's five key items about the instructor).

Survey Results:Survey Results:Survey Results:Survey Results: Summary data for each of the survey's multiple choice items.
To interpret the figures, refer to the legend near the top of the next page.

Profile:Profile:Profile:Profile: The average rating for each scaled item presented in an alternative format.
 
Comments Report:Comments Report:Comments Report:Comments Report: Responses to each open-ended item, unedited.

REPORT ARCHIVINGREPORT ARCHIVINGREPORT ARCHIVINGREPORT ARCHIVING

Faculty members must download their SFS summary reports a secure location so that they are readily accessible
for future use, e.g., as part of one's annual review.

Within the next several weeks, each chair/dean will receive a departmental/school compilation for review and filing
within the unit.

Questions about this Student Feedback Survey summary report may be addressed to
Maria Martinez-Cosio, Assistant Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs (mcosio@uta.edu).
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Timothy Morris
 

ENGL-2384-003-STRUCTURE MODERN ENGLISH (2158-85830) -- Semester: 2158 (FA15)
No. of responses = 15

Overall indicatorsOverall indicators

Instructor Index: Items 1.1 through 1.5 (α  = 0.88) -+ av.=4.2
dev.=0.8

1 2 3 4 5

Survey ResultsSurvey Results

Legend
Question text Right poleLeft pole

n=No. of responses
av.=Mean
md=Median
dev.=Std. Dev.
ab.=Abstention
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Relative Frequencies of answers Std. Dev. Mean Median

Scale Histogram

1. Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items. For each of the following five items, mandated  by The University of Texas System, indicate your
level of agreement. (Please note the relative placement of the options on the response scale.)
1. Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items. For each of the following five items, mandated  by The University of Texas System, indicate your
level of agreement. (Please note the relative placement of the options on the response scale.)

The instructor clearly defined and explained the
course objectives and expectations.

1.1)
5 Strongly Agree1 Strongly Disagree n=15

av.=3.9
md=4
dev.=1
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1

13.3%

2
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3

53.3%

4

26.7%

5

The instructor was prepared for each instructional
activity.

1.2)
5 Strongly Agree1 Strongly Disagree n=15

av.=4.5
md=5
dev.=0.6
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The instructor communicated information effectively.1.3)
5 Strongly Agree1 Strongly Disagree n=15

av.=3.8
md=4
dev.=0.8
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The instructor encouraged me to take an active role
in my own learning.

1.4)
5 Strongly Agree1 Strongly Disagree n=15

av.=4.5
md=5
dev.=0.6
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The instructor was available to students either
electronically or in person.

1.5)
5 Strongly Agree1 Strongly Disagree n=15

av.=4.4
md=5
dev.=0.7
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3. Pace and workload.Pace and workload.Pace and workload.Pace and workload.3. Pace and workload.Pace and workload.Pace and workload.Pace and workload.
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Rate the pace of the course.3.1)

n=14Too slow 0%

Slow 0%

Just right 57.1%

Fast 35.7%

Too fast 7.1%

Rate the workload required for the course.3.2)

n=14Too light 7.1%

Light 14.3%

Just right 71.4%

Heavy 7.1%

Too heavy 0%

4. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. Again,
note the relative position of each option on the response scale.
4. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. Again,
note the relative position of each option on the response scale.

I acquired knowledge knowledge knowledge knowledge that will be useful in my future.4.1)
5 Strongly Agree1 Strongly Disagree n=15

av.=4.1
md=4
dev.=0.7
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I acquired skills skills skills skills that will be useful in my future.4.2)
5 Strongly Agree1 Strongly Disagree n=15

av.=4
md=4
dev.=0.7
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I can apply course concepts in new contexts.4.3)
5 Strongly Agree1 Strongly Disagree n=15

av.=4.3
md=4
dev.=0.8
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I have become a better thinker / problem solver.4.4)
5 Strongly Agree1 Strongly Disagree n=15

av.=4.1
md=4
dev.=0.9
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Profile
Subunit: ENGL
Name of the instructor: Timothy Morris
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

ENGL-2384-003-STRUCTURE MODERN ENGLISH (2158-85830)

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items. For each of the following five items, mandated  by The University of Texas System, indicate your
level of agreement. (Please note the relative placement of the options on the response scale.)
1. Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items. For each of the following five items, mandated  by The University of Texas System, indicate your
level of agreement. (Please note the relative placement of the options on the response scale.)

1.1) The instructor clearly defined and explained
the course objectives and expectations.

1 Strongly
Disagree

5 Strongly
Agree n=15 av.=3.9 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

1.2) The instructor was prepared for each
instructional activity.

1 Strongly
Disagree

5 Strongly
Agree n=15 av.=4.5 md=5.0 dev.=0.6

1.3) The instructor communicated information
effectively.

1 Strongly
Disagree

5 Strongly
Agree n=15 av.=3.8 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

1.4) The instructor encouraged me to take an active
role in my own learning.

1 Strongly
Disagree

5 Strongly
Agree n=15 av.=4.5 md=5.0 dev.=0.6

1.5) The instructor was available to students either
electronically or in person.

1 Strongly
Disagree

5 Strongly
Agree n=15 av.=4.4 md=5.0 dev.=0.7

4. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. Again,
note the relative position of each option on the response scale.
4. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. Again,
note the relative position of each option on the response scale.

4.1) I acquired knowledge knowledge knowledge knowledge that will be useful in my
future.

1 Strongly
Disagree

5 Strongly
Agree n=15 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.7

4.2) I acquired skills skills skills skills that will be useful in my future. 1 Strongly
Disagree

5 Strongly
Agree n=15 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=0.7

4.3) I can apply course concepts in new contexts. 1 Strongly
Disagree

5 Strongly
Agree n=15 av.=4.3 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

4.4) I have become a better thinker / problem
solver.

1 Strongly
Disagree

5 Strongly
Agree n=15 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.9
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Comments ReportComments Report

2. Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.2. Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.

Which attributes of the course and/or the professor helped helped helped helped you learn the material?
(When the course is next taught, what should be done in the same way?)

2.1)

At the beginning of the semester, I had a hard time adjusting to how Dr.Morris teaches his class. I feel that being forced to work problems
infront of the board was so helpful. It not only encouraged me pay attention, but it also showed me where other students are at.

Dr. Morris encourages students to take the lead in learning the course material. I appreciated the daily packets and attendance method, it
kept me motivated to keep attending classes.

Dr. Tim has a unique teaching method. Although at first it can feel like one is drowning, in the end the information is better learned and
retained. It's nerve wracking to have one's entire grade resting on one exam (the final), but the provided review materials and sample
questions are thorough and very helpful. He loves the English language and he loves to teach. Both of those traits shine through, making
his class engaging and entertaining.

Having the students figure out the challenges he presented us together without giving us any feedback until we came to a resolution really
helped to see the information at several different angles and improve our problems solving.

He explains concepts very well.

His packets were helpful, especially since he had the class 'teach' the class. He also provides the exams he's given in the past, so that we
may practice for the final. 

I don't like the way the class taught 

Professor Morris uses a completely hands on approach to teaching the subject matter, we as class work through each topic by examining
examples and trying to puzzle our way through questions as a group. Having taken this class before in a much more lecture focused
environment I think this approach was spectacular. The beginnings of each session seemed difficult and made some classmates
frustrated, but by the end you could see that everyone (or mostly everyone) really got it.

Self taught style through active participation fueled the course effectively encouraging students to learn the material.

The professor was very knowledgable, and I feel like I am learning things that I had either forgotten or never known. Also, was initially
annoyed with the students guiding the lecture, but you learn more when you are working through mistakes with a classmate and you learn
even more when you are the one standing at the board with twelve people trying to correct your work. 

attending class and working in groups

provided handouts with the information needed. got the students involved in the learning process.

Which attributes of the course and/or the professor did not helpdid not helpdid not helpdid not help you learn the material?
(When the course is next taught, what might be revised?)

2.2)

As stated above, the beginnings of each class section were frustrating. I think that could be alleviated if there was a *slightly* more hands
on approach at the beginning to get everyone into it. Several times the discussion seemed to tangent off in not super helpful or correct
directions. At the beginning of the semester it felt like Morris would just wait for the class to eventually( and we did) come back around to
the correct conclusion. Near the end of the semester when these tangents occurred he would ask us constructive questions to push us
back on track. I would like to see more of that.

Did not ensure the students retained the information before moving on to the next topic. Having only a participation grade and a final exam
grade is asinine and should be reconsidered as effective methods of ensuring grades. 

Having this class only once a week made it difficult to solidify the information in my brain

I did not learn well from the students teaching the class as opposed to the actual instructor teaching it.

I did not like that we only have ONE grade, our final. Even though attendance counts, if you show up every class, which I did, I will still
need a 90 on the test to get an A in the class. What if I have one bad test day. I could ruin a semesters worth of work on one grade. Plus
having the class teach the class makes no sense. None of us know what is going on, that is why we are here.

I don't really like the idea that there is only one major grade (being the final exam) that pretty much decides whether I pass or fail (or in this
case if I graduate or don't). I feel like I have a good grasp of the material but I'm still very nervous about the final for the course.

The other section of the grades revolve around attendance, and basically if you show up, you give yourself the best cushion on the final.
Regardless of only having missed one class, I'd like some more concrete sort of information to gauge how I am doing in the course. Be it
quiz grades or a test every three weeks.
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As a person who just wants to graduate, I can't emphasize enough that I wish I had a more concrete idea of where I am in the course. It
doesn't help matters that a lot of the material that he tests over could be debatable which may result in multiple "sort of" right answers. I
liked this class though, but being the person who has to take total control of the learning is a little rough on my nerves come finals week. 

I hate that there is only one grade for this class. It makes me nervous. There is no cushion to fall back on.

I learn the materials from the other student in the class room because they are the student who solve the problem and the teacher just add
a correction to it

Leading the discussion made me nervous and therefore, I don't feel I retained as much as I would have otherwise.

The "one grade" for the course is difficult to digest. Understanding this can effectively enforce the information into students memory
(possibly through fear), the practice seems unfair (and wreckless). Knowing the price of the course (and cost of education in general) with
student loans (or work reimbursements) assisting financially, a 1000-1200 dollar "bet" on one grade is irresponsible (not to mention the
immense pressure, stress and concern for how the student will do (even if fully understanding the material) and array of possible personal
issues impacting the student at the time).

The course material was not always very well explained. I would appreciate a little more teacher involvement along with the student
involvement. Also, offering the class more than one day a week would be beneficial, 3 hours is a long time to be sitting in class.

The group work he assigned did not help me learn the information fully. No lecture was given to teach us how to incorporate it into the
topics we were doing as a classroom. Most students were lost

maybe reviewing basic grammar terms


